Sydney Medical School NHMRC Forum:

*More than just project grants!*

3 November 2016

New Law School - Lecture Theatre 106

- 9.15 - 9.30am  
  *Welcome* from Mac Christie

- 9.30 - 9.45am  
  *NHMRC changes - what could they mean for you?* Gemma Figtree

- 9.45 - 10.00am  
  *Q&A/discussion* Gemma Figtree

- 10.00 - 10.20am  
  *Partnership grants* Anne Tiedmann

- 10.20 - 10.50am  
  *What makes a good clinical trials grant?* Nat Marshall

- 10.50 – 11.15am  
  *Morning tea*

- 11.15 - 11.40am  
  *Help from the Research Portfolio* Alex Martiniuk, Tim Haydon, Miriam Rose Ash

- 11.40 to 12.00pm  
  *What’s a TRIP fellowship and how do I get one?* Alex Martiniuk

- 12.00 - 12.45pm  
  *Lunch*

- 1.00 – 1.15pm  
  *Statistical help with grants and data analysis*  ?Alun Pope

- 1.15 - 1.45pm  
  *Program grants – a blessing or not?* Jillian Kril

- 1.45 - 2.00pm  
  *Can I get a development grant?*  ?Dani Traini

- 2.00 – 2.30pm  
  *Insights on GRPs from early and mid-career researchers*  
  Natasha Nassar and colleagues

- 2.30 3.00pm –*  
  *Q &A /discussion* Natasha Nassar and colleagues

* questions can be submitted a week in advance to judy.black@sydney.edu.au